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1. Introduction

In this paper we shall be concerned with an "elastic, homogeneous, isotropic
and centro-symmetric body. Under the effect of external loads the body will suffer
deformation. A displacement field u (x, f) and a rotation field to (x, i) will form
in the body changing with the position of the point x and with time t. The deformation
state is described by two asymmetric tensors: asymmetric deformation tensor
yji and curvature-twist tensor «/j. As known [1]—[3], there is:

(1.1) yji = Ut,j — Ski} CD*, Kjt = (Ot,j.

The state of stress is characterized by two asymmetric tensors: force-stress tensor
aji and couple-stress tensor /tft.

The state of stress and that of deformation are connected by the constitutive
relations

(1-2) Gjt = (f£+a) YH+il*— a) yv+Xykk di},

(1.3) fijt — (y+e) Xji+(y — e) Ki}-\-^kk^a, ' , ..

where /j,, X are Lame' constants while a, j3, y and s denote new material constants.
The system of equations of motion consists of the equation of balance of linear

momentum and the equation of angular momentum

(1.5) . Stj!e (fjk+fiii.-j+Yi— Ju>i = 0.

In the above equations the symbols Xi and Yi denote the volume density of
body forces and body couples, respectively, stj/c stands for the alternator used,
Q — for the density and / represents the characteristic of the body.

Introducing (1.2), (1.3) and (1.1) into (1.4) and (1.5), we obtain a system of two
coupled vector equations describing the displacement and rotation fields [1]—[3]

(1.6) n2«+(AH- /a-a)graddivu+2arotto+X = 0,

(1.7) HUto+QS+y— e)graddivio-t-2arotu+Y = 0.
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The following notations were introduced in the above system

• 2 = O + a ) V2- edf, D 4 = (y+e) V2~4a-Jd],

d d d2
m = d2 —

dxi dxi ' * dfi '

Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) are equations of elastokinetics; they are derived under the
assumption of adiabatic process. Material constants appearing in these equations
are measured in adiabatic state of the body.

The system of Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) may be disjoined by decomposing the vectors
u and to into potential and solenoidal parts [4].

Putting

(1.8) u = grad 0 + r o t »F, div ¥ = 0,

(1.9) to = grad 27+rot H, div H = 0,

we get from Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) — assuming the absence of body forces and
moments — the following system of wave equations

(1.10)

(1.12)

(1.13)

where:

• 1 = (X+2p) V 2 - qd], D3 = ((?+2y) V * - 4 a - J d \ ,

Q =

Di

D3

a*

0 = 0

27-0,

P = 0,

•OH = 0,

D3 =

D4+4c

(i?+2y)

l2 V2 .

Eq. (1.10) describes the longitudinal wave, Eq. (1.11) — the rotational wave,
while Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) the modified (as compared with that of classical
elastokinetics) transversal wave.

2. Stress functions. Theorem on the completeness of solutions

In static problems of the classical theory of elasticity an important role was
played by Galerkin's functions [5], in dynamical problems the same role was devolved
upon Iacovache's functions [6], particularly when deriving basic solutions. N. Sandru
[7] elaborated the functions of this type for the asymmetric theory of elasticity
making use of the general algorithm constructed by Gr. C. Moisil [8].

In what follows we advance a different—and we hope it to be simpler—method
of getting the stress functions which permits to avoid the cumbersome solutions
of determinants of 6th order. Finally we shall demonstrate the theorem on the
completeness of stress functions.
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We take as the starting point of our considerations the differential equations
(1.6) and (1.7). Eliminating from these equations first the quantity co and then u,
we obtain the following system of equations

(2.1)

(2.2)

where

(2.3)

flu+grad div Pu+ D4 X — 2a rot Y = 0,

£o>+grad div 0 to+D2 Y - 2a rot X = 0,

Let us consider first the system of Eqs. (2.1); we rewrite it in the operator form

(2.4) Ltj(ui)+n^t-2asmYk,} = 0, t,J,k = 1,2,3,

where

Lij = iidtj-\-d{ dj F.

We introduce the vector stress function £ connected with the components of the
displacement u by the following relations

(2.5) M l =
Si
C2

£3

Ll2

L22

Li2

Ln
L2i

Ln
«2 =

Ln
L21

Ln

C\
C2

d

Ln
Z/23

L33

«3 =
L\\
L%x
Ln

L\2

L22

Li2

C\
Ci

Ci

Now, after some simple transformations it is seen that the vector u is connected
with the vector £ by the following relation

(2.6) u - D t i m S - g r a d d i v / 1 ! ; .

The procedure to be applied to Eq. (2.2) is quite similar; we get the dependence

(2.7) to = Q2 • 3 n — grad div 6>iq,

where Y) is the second vector stress function.
Introducing (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain the following system of

equations for determining the functions % and Y)

(2.8) firji D 4 ? = - D 4 X + 2 a r o t Y ,

(2.9) i2D2 D3*l = — D2Y+2arotX.

Thus we get two independent of each other systems of equations. These equations
proved, however, to be inconvenient since on the right-hand side of the equations
there appear operations of differentiation upon the body forces and moments.
If, however, instead of the representations (2.6) and (2.7) we take the relations

(2.10)

(2.11)

u = Di CH4«p — grad div Ftp — 2a rot

<*> = Ch D3+ "" gra-d div ®4» — 2a rot
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where cp and 4* denote new stress functions, then, introducing (2.10) and (2.11)
into the system of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), we get the following relations

• 4 (£ Di<p+X) - 2a rot (i2D3ijH-Y) = 0,

wherefrom we derive the following equations

(2.12) D

suitable for the determination of the stress functions cp andt|»- Eqs. (2.12) coincide
with those derived by N. Sandru in a different way.

The theorem on the completeness may be formulated as follows:

THEOREM. Let u(x, t) and o> (x, f) be the solutions of the system of Eqs. (1.6)
and{\.l) within the interval —oo < t < oo.

We assert that there exist vector functions ^ and t\ such that the displacements u
and the rotations w are expressed by the representation (2.6) and (2.9), the functions
satisfying the wave equations (2.8) and (2.9).

The starting point for the demonstration of this Theorem will be the representation
of the vectors u and to in the form of Stokes-Helmholtz solution, (1.8) (1.9).
Introducing (1.8) and (1.9) into Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), respectively, and taking into
account that

(2.13) Q = n 2 n 4 + 4 a 2 V 2 = n 1 n 4 - v 2 r = n 2 n 3 - V 2 0 .

we obtain the following system of equations

(2.14) grad(Ch D4 <2>)+rot (Q T ) + D 4 X - 2 a r o t Y = 0,

(2.15) g rad (n 2 a 3 27)+ro t ( .QH)+n 2 Y-2aro tX = 0.

Now we shall make use of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) and express the vectors £ and yj by
their potential and solenoidal parts

(2.16) g

(2.17) 7) = grad ff+rot x , div X = ° •

Introducing (2.16) into (2.8) and (2.17) into (2.9), we get the system of equations

(2.18) grad(^Di D4^)+rot (Q Di D4X) + D 4 X - 2 a r o t Y = 0,

(2.19) '

Comparing, on the one hand Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.18) and, on the other hand,
(2.15) and (2.19), we get

(2.20) Qft = &, Qa = 2,
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Performing on Eq. (2.16) the operation. Di D4, and taking into account (2.21)i,
we have

(2.22) • i D 4 ? = grad (fji D 4 0)+rot ¥ .

Eliminating the term rot ¥ from (2.22) and (1.8), we arrive at

(2.23) u = grad <Z>+Di D 4 K — grad Qi D 4 & •

Taking into consideration Eq. (2.20)!, the dependence (2.13) and the relation
d i v £ = V2# resulting from (2.16), we reduce Eq. (2.23) to the form

(2.24) u = Di CU K - grad div T%.

Thus we obtained the relation identical with that derived previously, (2.6). Performing
on (2.17) the operation [U2 [H3, and taking into account the relation (2.21)2, we
arrive at

(2.25) Q2 D2-n = grad (D 2 D 3 <r)+rot H .

The elimination of the term r o t H from (2.25) and (1.9), making allowance for
Eqs. (2.20)2, (2.13) and the relation diviq = V2 a, leads to the representation

(2.26) <o = [H2 D3 T) — grad div &i\,

which is in accordance with (2.7).

Thus, the Theorem on the completeness of solutions arrived at with the use
of the stress functions £ and t\ is demonstrated.

It may be shown in a similar way that there exist vector functions <p, dvsuch that
the displacements u and the rotations w are expressed by the relations (2.10) and
(2.11) and the functions cp and 4" satisfy the wave equations (2.12).

3. Dependences between.the potentials 0, i', T, H and the stress functions tp, <i>

Let us consider the homogeneous wave equation (2.12) —the absence of body
forces and moments being assumed

(3.1) Di^cp = 0. D 3 ^ = 0.

The solution of these equations — in accordance with a theorem of T. Boggio
[9] may consist of two parts

(3.2) cp=<p'+cp", ^ = t

The functions cp',<p",4»',4*" verify the following equations

(3.3) Di«p' .= 0, i2«p" = 0,

(3.4) D3<J>' = 0; £<] / ' = 0 .
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Introducing (3.2) into (2.10) and (2.11) and making use of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4),
we obtain the following representation

(3.5) u = Di •4tp"-graddivr(<p '+cp")-2arotD 3 d>",

(3.6) w = Q2 C k * " - 8 ™ * div ©(«!>'++")-2a rot Di<p"-

Taking advantage of the known dependence

rot rot U = grad div U - V2 U,

and bearing in mind the relations (2.13), we reduce the representation (3.5) and
(3.6) to the form

(3.7) u = - grad div Tcp' - 2arot n3*|>",

(3.8) to = —grad div 0tj>'— 2a rot Di<p"-

Comparing the Stokes-Helmholtz representation (1.8), the representation (3.7)
and, finally, the representations (1.9) and (3.8) we obtain the following relations:

(3.9) 0 = -div T V , ¥ = - 2 a n 3 d / ' ,

(3.10) Z1 = - d i v 6 y , H = - 2 a D i 9 " .

There are the sought for dependences between the potentials 0, U, ¥ , H and the
stress functionscp, 4". Yet we have to verify whether the relations (3.9), (3.10) satisfy
the wave equations (1.10)—(1.13). It may be easily shown that, indeed, they do.

4. Stress functions for the asymmetric thermoelasticity

Basic dififeiential equations for coupled thermoelasticity have the form [10]:

(4.1) D2 u+(A+,w — a) grad div u+2arotto+X = v grad 6,

(4.2) D4 w+CS+y - e) grad divto+2arot u+Y = 0,

Q 1
(4.3) DO - r]0 div u = , D = V2 dt,

where T denotes the absolute temperature, To stands for the temperature of the
body in natural state with no stress and deformations. 6 = T — TQ expresses the
increase of temperature. Q is related with the intensity of the heat source.
The quantities n, rj0, v are material constants. Eq. (4.3) is the equation of heat
conductivity in an expanded form.

Applying the same procedure as in Sec. 3, we assume for the vectors u and o>
and for the function 8 the following representation constructed with the help of
two vector functions <p, 4* and the scalar function &

(4.4) u = M D 2 9 — grad div N<p — 2a rot •3«J*+V grad •&,

(4.5) to = Q2 D3«J> — S r ad div 6>4» — 2a rot Mcp,

(4.6) 6 = 7]0dt div Q<p+\Ji &,
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where

M = DOi — vrj0dt V2,

N= D.r~vi]0dt D4-

Introducing Eqs. (4.4)—(4.6) into Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3), we obtain the following

system of wave equations

(4.7) £>Mcp+X = 0,

(4.8) £Q34>+Y = 0

Q
(4.9) M H = 0.

In a similar way as in Sec. 3 may be shown the completeness of the functions
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B. HOBAUKHfl, O nOJIHOTE <I>yHKIJHft HAnPflHCEHHft B HECHMMETPHH-
ynpyrocTH

B HacToameit 3aMeTice BWBefleHw no HOBOMy MeToay (}>0PMyJiw ana <])yHKij(nii
B xeopHH HecHMMeTpH'iiioit ynpyrocTH. floKa3ana nonnoTa ^ytmnwii HanpaaceHHtJ. noKa3am>i
TaK»ce cooTHoinenHH Me>K«y noTeHimanaMH CroKca-TejiBMronbija H 4>yHKUH5iMH HanpHHcenuit.

m, flaHO npeflCTaBJieiffle nepeMemeHHii u, BpameHHft <o H TeMnepaTyptT 0 npii IIOMOIHH
BeKTopiitix (]>yHKqHtt cp H (J) H CKajuipHofl tjjyiiKijHH •&. BbiBeaeiio BOJiHOBoe ypaBiieHHe, KO-

TOpOMy flOJDKIIbl yflOBneTBOpflTb ynOMflliyTbie $yHKUHH.


